The traffic situation at an urban intersection is complicated, due to the numerous internal conflicts and all kinds of traffic accidents. With the objective of improving road safety, the automotive industry is moving toward intelligent vehicles. The major challenges are accurately perceiving the road traffic environment, detecting the potential traffic conflicts, and proposing the alternative driving strategies. This paper summarizes the existing researches on traffic conflicts from the perspective of intelligent vehicles. The intelligent vehicles can perceive the surrounding environment, extract road condition information, and detect obstacles for avoiding collisions or mitigating accidents. It expounds that the perception technology of intelligent vehicles can be divided into three main categories, namely, the perception technology, the communication technology, and the fusion of perception-communication technology. At the same time, the existing technical problems are analyzed. Finally, future development trends in this field are discussed.
According to statistics, about 30% of the urban road traffic accidents occurred in the intersections, the number in the United States, Japan and Germany are respectively 36%, 42 .2% and 60% [1] . Road intersections are used as the key nodes in urban road networks for the purpose of managing the various traffic flows. However, there are many internal conflict points which makes the intersection traffic flow less efficient. The intersections lead to serious traffic congestion in the entire road network, as well as enormous accidents. In recent years, with the continuous development of artificial intelligence, intelligent vehicle technology and intelligent transportation system have shown considerable effects on the urban traffic safety. The relationship is shown in Fig. 1 . Some studies have demonstrated that the intelligent vehicle technology will reduce the traffic accidents by 50%∼80%, improve the traffic efficiency by 10%∼30%, and greatly enhance The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Yu-Huei Cheng . the driving comfort [2] . Traffic conflicts are widely used to evaluate the traffic safety. It is a key and important method to ensure traffic safety and improve traffic efficiency at intersections by detecting potential driving conflicts and proposing alternative driving strategies to resolve the conflicts.
Vehicles, non-motor vehicles and pedestrians are highly mixed at the intersections. For instance, it is challenging VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ for the pedestrians to cross the road. The urban traffic conflicts involve both car-vehicle conflicts and human-vehicle conflicts. The traffic conflicts at the intersection are shown in Fig. 2 .
The intelligent vehicles use the on-board sensors such as camera and laser radar and V2X communication device to sense the surrounding environment. The intelligent vehicles' sensing system is shown in Fig. 3 .
According to the adopted technology, the environmental perception system can be divided into three major categories: the sensing technology, the communication technology, and the fusion of sensing-communication technology. The classification of the environmental perception technology of intelligent vehicles is shown in Fig. 4 .
The contributions of this study can be summarized as follows. Firstly, according to the environmental awareness technology adopted by intelligent vehicles, the traffic conflicts are classified and reviewed. At the same time, the problems of the existing technologies are analyzed. Finally, the future developmental trends of this field are discussed.
II. RESEARCH ON TRAFFIC CONFLICTS BASED ON INTELLIGENT VEHICLES PERCEPTION TECHNOLOGY
Due to the complex environmental information and emergency situations on the urban road, it is a primary task to quickly and accurately identify the road situation through traffic conflict research. Environmental awareness is a key component of intelligent vehicles, and it is essential for the intelligent vehicles to obtain surrounding information in a timely and accurate manner. At present, the studies of traffic conflicts based on perceptual technology mainly rely on the in-vehicle sensing systems, such as vision system and radar system, to obtain the surrounding road environmental information, and to predict the driving risk through the prediction algorithms.
A. RESEARCH ON TRAFFIC CONFLICTS BASED ON COMPUTER VISION
At this stage, the researchers around the world have gradually realized that the human-observed conflicts have problems such as high labor costs, strong subjectivity, and low accuracy of observation results. With the application of computer vision technology and video image processing technology in the field of intelligent transportation, it is possible to solve the above problems [3] . The processes of traffic conflicts detection based on vision perception of intelligent vehicle are shown in Fig. 5 .
The traffic conflicts detection based on computer vision technology has become a hot spot. For example, Wang et al proposed a detection scheme for UB-MPR vulnerable road users based on visual perception and big data analysis [4] . Dogru et al. utilized the random forest classifier to detect the traffic accident [5] . Pin and Ching-Yao [6] used the realtime vehicle motion information and the surrounding road geometry to predict the distance between the ego vehicle and the surrounding vehicles. Paul St-Aubin et al. [7] used computer vision technology to extract the vehicle trajectory and collisions at the roundabouts, which achieves a detailed analysis of the driving behaviors. Vatavu et al. [8] proposed a stereo vision-based approach that uses particle filters to process stereoscopic elevation maps for tracking multiple objects in a crowded environment. Yang and Pun-Cheng [9] discussed the vision-based road vehicle detection method to achieve traffic monitoring, such as vehicle counting, traffic accident detection and so on. RGB-D cameras provide a solution for vehicle overtaking detection, and RGB-D camera depth data can also identify vehicle motion changes [10] . Zhenyu et al. [11] proposed an urban vehicle collision risk assessment framework based on RGB-D camera. Shi [12] proposed a three-dimensional reconstruction and obstacle detection algorithm for binocular vision road scenes and intelligent vehicle trajectories based on visual navigation. Cheng et al. [13] proposed a road and sidewalk detection model based on stereo vision system. According to the geometric structure of the road and the overall layout of the road, the area of the sidewalk can be calculated and the road boundary and road area can be detected.
At present, the more popular application is the automatic conflict resolution technology based on video image analysis [14] . For example, Hu et al. [15] used video image processing technology to analyze the pedestrian-car conflicts at intersections. Based on the video image processing technology, Saunier et al. [16] proposed an automatic conflict resolution model for traffic collisions where there are multiple vehicles at the intersections. Ismail et al. [17] used video data to automatically analyze the conflicts between pedestrians and vehicles. Atev et al. [18] used the video system to monitor intersections in real-time and predict potential conflicts. Reference [19] proposed a complete traffic video data processing system, which identifies traffic conflicts by calculating the collision probability of any two road users in the interaction, and realizes the detection and tracking analysis of road users. Zhang [20] extracted the microscopic traffic parameters such as motion trajectory, velocity, and acceleration of the conflicting vehicle by processing the video data. According to the kinematics of the vehicle, the automatic detection of motor vehicle conflicts under simple traffic conditions was preliminarily realized. Qu et al. [21] proposed a method for automatically discriminating traffic conflicts at the unsignalized intersections based on video processing. The GM(1,1) gray model is used to predict the trajectory of the moving targets; After obtaining the predicted trajectories of possible conflicts, the calculation is performed. The relative distance of the center of gravity on the time series determines the probability of collision. Pan [22] used video image processing to study traffic conflict detection at intersections, and proposed a traffic conflict discrimination model based on vehicle collision field. For the effective identification of descendants and cyclists in complex driving environments, a research team from Tsinghua University established a joint recognition method for pedestrians and cyclists based on vehicle images [23] .
The distance information provided by the monocular vision sensor is of low accuracy, which makes it difficult to realize the recognition and tracking of the obstacles in the surrounding environment. At the same time, considering that the stereoscopic vision can measure the distance information of the obstacles, its huge computation load impedes the real-time application. The traffic conflicts observation methods based on video processing technology still need to be improved in several core aspects: target detection, tracking accuracy, real-time computer processing speed, conflict discrimination and severity classification. However, it can make up for the shortcomings of traditional observation methods and improve the speed and accuracy of traffic conflicts observation.
B. RESEARCH ON TRAFFIC CONFLICT BASED ON RADAR
In addition to the usage of machine vision and image processing technology, the environment-aware technology of intelligent vehicles also has peripheral obstacle detection approaches using radar (laser, millimeter wave, ultrasonic). An example of intelligent vehicles radar sensor is shown in Fig. 6 . Compared with the other sensors such as millimeter wave radar, laser radar has the advantages of high resolution and good recognition effect, and has become a more and more mainstream sensor for autonomous driving vehicles [2] . Jo et al. [24] studied that lidar sensors do not require external light to sense, and can achieve obstacles in low light and nighttime detection, overcoming the lighting conditions. An example of the usage of lidar is the Volvo City Safety AEB system [25] : When an impending collision is detected, the system monitors the threatened vehicle ahead with the lidar sensor and brakes without driver intervention.
The perceptual tasks based on lidar have attracted a lot of research attention, including point cloud clustering, passable area analysis, obstacle detection and dynamic obstacle tracking [26] . Lee et al. [27] combined distance thresholds with the return order of point cloud data for single-line lidar detection of pedestrians, bicycles, rubber cones and cars. Gidel et al. [28] minimized the distance between each scanning point and the fitted line in the case of a pre-known unknown point cloud structure, in order to achieve the 4-line laser point cloud clustering, effectively segmenting vehicles and pedestrians. Zeng et al. [29] proposed the maximum likelihood estimation as the data association algorithm, and proposed a tracking algorithm based on Gaussian mixture model and extended Kalman filter to achieve the single target tracking of vehicles or pedestrians in 3D point cloud, as well as the multi-target tracking of pedestrians. Wang et al. [30] applied the Doppler effect to the real-time discrimination system of road traffic conflicts, and used Vissim simulation of the Doppler radar detection system to display the interface traffic operation status, and verified the effectiveness of the technology. Traffic operation situation prediction and traffic conflicts discrimination provide real-time reliable information support. Asvadi et al. [31] proposed a three-dimensional sensing system based on stereo and plane for 3D laser radar installed on intelligent vehicles. The sensing system is directly applied to the safety system of intelligent vehicles, especially in the detection of pedestrians and bicycles. Based on 3D lidar for pedestrian recognition and tracking of unmanned vehicles, Wang et al. [32] used the Support Vector Machine (SVM) to identify pedestrians, anticipate real-time pedestrian movement, and predict collision risk. Singh et al. [33] developed the fuzzy lidar control model using the brake and throttle opening as parameters. The throttle opening value decreases as the obstacle gets closer to the vehicle, and the speed is adjusted to ensure smooth braking and deceleration. Akai et al. [34] proposed a vehicle trajectory estimation and localization method based on multi-layer lidar combined with extended Kalman filter. Wu et al. [35] used 3D lidar point cloud as output, and used convolutional neural network and conditional random field to segment road objects in real time, distinguishing road objects and predicting their categories. Zhao et al. [36] used lidar sensors to accurately detect and track pedestrians and vehicles at intersections. According to the collected lidar data, they were analyzed in the processes of background filtering, target clustering, pedestrian vehicle classification, tracking pedestrians and vehicles, And obtaining accurate real-time information of presence, location, speed and direction.
With the advantages of all-weather operation, high detection sensitivity and strong anti-interference ability, lidar becomes one of the mainstream environment sensing sensors of intelligent vehicle. At the same time, it has the disadvantages of large size, easy to be affected by weather conditions such as rain and snow, and high target loss rate. Its high cost has prevent it from entering the large-scale commercial phase.
C. RESEARCH ON TRAFFIC CONFLICT BASED ON MULTI-SENSOR FUSION
Multi-sensor Data Fusion (MSDF) technology has been rapidly developed since the 1970s and has been widely used in many modern military and civil fields [37] . The traffic environment at urban road intersections is complex and variable. Intelligent vehicles need to use a variety of sensors to detect the surrounding environment including the lane lines, pedestrians, vehicles, etc. [38] , and to compensate for the deficiencies of individual sensors through multi-sensor fusion. The advantages include improved perceptual accuracy, reliability and robustness [39] . The fusion framework of multi-sensor sensing classification is shown in Fig. 7 .
At present, the Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) equipped in the high-end cars have been able to provide a variety of security functions by detecting various entities through radar sensors and detecting lane markings through video sensors. Thus it can actively assists the human drivers and prepare for ''small-scale, short-term upcoming events'' [40] . For example, the Volvo Collision Warning with fully automatic braking and pedestrian detection (CWAB-PD) system uses radar to increase the range and monocular camera to identify the type of object so that it can handle a wider range of forward collisions [41] .
The examples of multi-sensor fusion have been widely recognized and applied in the research of intelligent vehicles [42] . You et al. [43] combined the vehicle sensor information to carry out research on environmental information collection and analysis, trajectory generation, collision detection and conflict processing during the lane change processes. Daraei et al. [44] proposed that laser scanners can help to reduce the reliability and accuracy of computer vision detection and positioning. Data fusion based on laser scanner and computer vision can improve the accuracy of obstacle detection and positioning. Premebida and Nunes [45] combined the data collected by the lidar with the data collected by the monocular camera. An active pedestrian detection system is designed using the sliding window detector and image-based detection module to verify whether there are pedestrians in the recognition area generated by the lidar module. Further, Zhao et al. [46] proposed a sensor fusion method for scene analysis using laser scanner and camera. The data collected by Velodyne laser scanner is used to detect obstacles and ground areas. The effect of pedestrian detection is significantly improved. In addition, Anaya et al. [47] accurately positioned and classified motorcycles, and Baig et al. [48] conducted a moving target tracking study at intersections. Ludwig et al. [49] used the support vector machine cascade classifier to implement pedestrian detection and tracking based on laser and vision. Gruyer et al. [50] combines stereo vision and laser scanners to detect multiple obstacles for vehicle detection and tracking.
Asvadi et al. [51] proposed a multi-modal vehicle detection system combining 3D lidar and color camera data, using convolutional neural network fusion strategy to make vehicle detection more accurate. Caltagirone et al. [52] combines lidar and camera images for road segmentation and detection via selecting a full convolutional neural network (FCN) for laser radar and camera fusion.
For the intelligent vehicles operating in the urban roads, the surrounding traffic environment is an important factor. Intelligent vehicle technology is inseparable from the basic environment-aware data. Thus, it is difficult for a single sensor to cope with the complex and varied driving environment. The advantages and disadvantages of visual and radar environment perception are compared in Table 1 . Therefore, multi-sensor fusion is a research hotspot at this stage. However, how to realize the integration of environmental data is the key to the research of environmental vehicle perception. In addition, multi-sensor fusion system and data fusion algorithms have great difficulties in improving the sensing accuracy. This is also the bottleneck of the development of the multi-sensor fusion technology of intelligent vehicles. At the same time, some of the sensor functions may be replaced by communication between the vehicle and the road infrastructure.
III. RESEARCH ON TRAFFIC CONFLICT BASED ON INTELLIGENT VEHICLES COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY
Through modern communication and network technology, vehicles, roads, pedestrians and other traffic participants are no longer isolated islands, but become information nodes in the intelligent traffic system. For the perception of the surrounding environment, communication technology has a breakthrough in both temporal and spatial dimensions compared with the perceptual technology. In the temporal dimension, through V2X communication, the intelligent vehicles can obtain the road information including the operation information of surrounding vehicles, the traffic control information such as traffic lights, and the longer-term future information such as weather conditions and congestion prediction. In the spatial dimension, through V2X communication, the intelligent vehicles can sense the environmental information of the intersections and the blind spots of the corners and vehicles. The above information help the vehicle comprehensively grasp the surrounding traffic situation [2] .
V2X means Vehicle to Everything, which refers to key transportation nodes such as vehicles and other vehicles, road infrastructure, non-motor vehicles, and people. V2V (Vehicle to Vehicle), V2I (Vehicle to Infrastructure), etc., belong to V2X technology, and V2X communication type is shown in Fig. 8 . Through DSRC, LTE-V2X, satellite positioning, microwave sensor and other technologies, vehicle status information and traffic environment information can be collected to achieve data sharing in order to achieve the state of interconnection between vehicles and other things [53] .
Vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communication is widely recognized as a key technology enabler for improving road safety and traffic efficiency, as well as a more comfortable driving experiences [54] . The goal of road safety based on V2X is to achieve zero tolerance for road traffic accidents and fewer deaths in the near future, including detection of moving/fixed obstacles on the road, collision avoidance, release of weather information, road hazard notifications, etc. [55] .
A. RESEARCH ON TRAFFIC CONFLICT BASED ON V2V COMMUNICATION
In December 2016, the US Department of Transportation issued regulations requiring automakers to install and use V2V technology on all new light vehicles. The regulation states that the industry will work together to develop standardized messaging technologies that will enhance the deployment of networked technologies across the United States. Once fully deployed, it can prevent thousands of vehicles from the threat of car accidents [56] . According to the 2020 framework, the European Commission plans to use V2X communication as a mandatory device for new vehicles in the short term [57] . The introduction of car-to-vehicle communication can exchange their own driving and road information, and achieve safer and more efficient automatic driving through mutual cooperation. In addition, the transmission of information including accidents, emergencies, and traffic jams is an important advantage of vehicle-to-vehicle communication [58] , [59] .
Traffic conflict prediction based on vehicle-vehicle communication takes advantages of the sharing information provided by the network interconnection technology. The vehicle internet and vehicle cloud network fully considers the selfdriving status and the movement trends of other vehicles to carry out conflict risk prediction. Many researchers utilize the vehicle-vehicle communication technology to carry out vehicle-vehicle conflict prediction research [60] - [63] . V2V communication technology can also provide reasonable solutions to traffic safety problems at road intersections, in which vehicle-vehicle collision avoidance warning is a typical application. Liu [64] proposed a V2V-based vehiclevehicle collision avoidance early warning algorithm for road intersections, which mainly includes three parts: the improved algorithm of collision detection at road intersections, the calculation of vehicle-vehicle collision detection, and the strategy of issuing warning information for collision avoidance. Active collision avoidance control of a single vehicle is always limited by the collected data. Wang [65] uses vehicle communication technology to enable the vehicle status information to be shared among vehicles, so that vehicles can get more information to optimize their own planning trajectory and achieve dynamic collision avoidance.
V2V communication allows the vehicles to share data with other vehicles. It has the advantage of providing more road information, which is more accurate than information obtained from the on-board sensors (such as radar and laser). Luo et al. [66] proposed a dynamic automatic lanechanging strategy based on vehicle-to-vehicle communication to eliminate potential collisions during lane-changing and realize automatic lane-changing. Garcia et al. [67] proposed distributed pedestrian detection, which synthesize the detection result of all the surrounding vehicles. Bi et al. [68] applies V2V information to intersection management. Dey et al. [69] proposed the approaches of sharing vehicle status, location, and driving strategies among multiple vehicles. Grumer and Tapani [70] proposed a speed-varying and speed-limiting system based on V2V. The connected vehicles can exchange speed and position information. Zhao and Li [71] used V2V communication model to study the effect of speed guidance on vehicle following behavior at the non-signalized intersections with two kinds of conflict flows. The vehicles can find suitable clearance in the intersection, which enables to pass through intersections more effectively and smoothly by accelerating or decelerating in advance.
Vehicle communication technology makes use of the wireless communication method to share the position and speed information for interacting with each other within the region. It can improve the perception ability of traditional vehicle sensors, so as to realize risk prediction and eliminate conflicts in time to avoid collisions. However, considering that the actual vehicle network is limited by transmission distance, packet loss and transmission delay, there are still some uncertainties. The main short-range wireless communication technologies used in the field of intelligent vehicles are compared in Table 2 .
B. RESEARCH ON TRAFFIC CONFLICT BASED ON V2I/V2P COMMUNICATION
With the rapid development of mobile network and Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC) technology in the field of intelligent vehicles, V2X-based vehicles can not only communicate with other intelligent vehicles, but also make vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communication a reality. The V2I greatly reduce the congestion and improve the safety of the urban intersections [72] , [73] . The structure of V2I collaborative system is shown in Fig. 9 .
Some researches, such as Ran and Tsao [74] , show that the technology of automatic driving cooperates with special lanes to reduce driving reaction time and workshop spacing, thereby improving road capacity. Pueboobpaphan et al. [75] shows that the system travel time can be effectively reduced by optimizing the control of vehicle speed through vehicle communication between vehicle and road facilities. Guler et al. [76] used V2I communication to provide a network for intersections, road signs and construction signs, in order to transmit infrastructural information such as road change, speed limit, traffic light information to intelligent vehicles. Liu et al. [77] used Kalman filter to couple GNSS and DSRC signals to locate the connected vehicle. Ubiergo and Jin [78] studied the proposed speed limit (ASL) control strategy based on vehicle-to-infrastructure communication, using V2I communication capabilities to reduce parking and delays on urban roads. In recent years, the traffic management strategy based on V2I technology for intersections not only reflects the feasibility of reality, but also is efficient. Lots of research efforts have been devoted to this field. Yue et al. [79] utilized dynamic message signs (DMS) to show the real-time collision risk of downstream intersections and the optimal speed of upstream, in order to reduce traffic conflicts and improve traffic capacity. Qi [80] established the traffic organization model of unsignalized intersection based on the location sharing of vehicle network. According to the detection and analysis of traffic conflicts, the vehicle right-of-way judgment model was established. The multi-vehicle interaction and cooperative traffic strategy of unsignalized intersection, as well as the safe traffic strategy of non-motor vehicles and pedestrians, were proposed to manage the safe traffic of intersection. Qian et al. [81] employed the roadside units act as intersection controllers that send messages to incoming vehicles, assign priority to them according to their current status, require trajectory information, and coordinate vehicles approaching intersections. Wang et al. [82] constructed a network-connected variable speed limit control system based on vehicle-road communication technology, and proposed a dynamic vehicle speed control strategy for eliminating motion waves. The results show that the control system can effectively improve road capacity. Based on the vehicle-road communication technology, Letter et al. [83] proposed a longitudinal synergistic merge import algorithm for expressway vehicles. Real-time vehicle communication is realized by roadside detection equipment. The results show that this method can reduce travel time, improve average travel speed and traffic volume under non-congestion conditions. At present, the smart phones have been utilized in researches with the widespread usage of smart phones. For example, Astarita and Festa [84] , [85] use smart phones to detect vehicle coordinates and speeds, evaluate the interaction between vehicles, and identify potential traffic conflicts based on smart phone-based automobile remote information technology. Astarita et al. [86] designed a client-side security management system for smartphones with GPS, which can obtain the instantaneous speed and acceleration data of a single vehicle to assess potential security problems. He et al. [87] applied stochastic model, response control method and V2P communication technology to analyze human-vehicle conflict. Based on vehicle-vehicle and human-vehicle communication, Liu et al. [88] designed a collision assessment and safety alarm system based on the smartphones.
As one of the channels for intelligent vehicles to obtain environmental information, V2X technology provides prior information for automatic driving, improves the efficiency and accuracy of environmental recognition, and eliminates the potential safety hazards of blind spots in visual field. Some problems have been successfully solved, such as compensating for the dead angle of radar sensor and reducing the perceptual blind area. According to the current research situation, most of the studies mainly involve improving vehicle safety and guiding traffic flow. More applications focus on early warning and avoiding collisions, and alerting the drivers or intervening in active braking. However, there are few studies on the effective strategy for resolving conflicts, which is also a major direction of future research.
IV. RESEARCH ON TRAFFIC CONFLICT BASED ON INTELLIGENT VEHICLES PERCEPTION-COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY FUSION
In the development stages of intelligent vehicles, it is inevitable that intelligent vehicles will mix with traditional cars and share the road with other participants. Research on traffic conflicts based on perception technology and communication technology has its own advantages and disadvantages. Therefore, the integration of these two technologies is a more reliable solution. Through advanced vehicle and road sensing equipment such as radar and video, real-time and high-precision perception of road traffic environment is realized. According to the communication protocol and data interaction standard, the communication between vehicle and vehicle, vehicle and road, vehicle and human, vehicle and road facilities are realized [89] . As shown in Fig. 10 , an example of conflict assessment model based on the intelligent vehicle perception-communication fusion is given.
Some scholars include Calvo [90] proposed a cooperative scheme of vehicle sensor and vehicle communication. The vehicle sensor was used to detect the obstacles in front of the vehicle. The measured data was shared by workshop communication to enhance the perception ability, so as to avoid the obstacle or pedestrian. Further, Jiménez et al. [91] proposed a comprehensive collision avoidance system, which includes real-time detection and obstacle classification. Computer vision and three-dimensional laser scanner are utilized to identify, potential conflicts. The V2V and V2I communication is used to promote information flow between vehicles, assisting detection and information broadcasting. The two systems complement each other and improve road safety and driving efficiency. Zhao et al. [92] proposed a method of urban driving environment acquisition based on V2I, which integrates the information of RSU camera and vehicle-borne GPS. Vehicles send the location data provided by GPS to RSU through V2I communication. At the same time, RSU camera is used to extract and collect the information of moving vehicles, lane information and vehicle location information, which effectively solves the problem of vehicle congestion. Liu et al. [93] proposed a radar collaborative perception communication system based on V2I/P2I for intersection. Communication technology was used to expand the radar's action area and deal with obstacles. Vehicles and pedestrians were detected by radar, and their location information was sent to other vehicles or pedestrians. It is effective in target recognition, selection and collision prediction.
Sensors can identify and track targets, but the reality will be blocked by other vehicles and infrastructure, resulting in perception information reduction. Camarda et al. [94] used the fusion framework of lidar and wireless communication technology to realize the urban scene representation. The uncertainties of vehicle attitude and the measured data of switched sensors are used to improve the vehicle perception. Merdrignac et al. [95] use the complementary features of perception and communication to solve the safety problems of vulnerable road users via the method of perception and communication fusion. Li et al. [96] applied vision and communication technology for pedestrian detection training. A cooperative early warning system based on smartphones is developed to achieve blind spot detection sharing. Kim et al. [97] generate real-time environment representation using information from on-board sensors and V2X communication, in order to achieve lane-level positioning, adjacent vehicle detection, static obstacles and safe driving area detection. Eckelmann et al. [98] uses high-resolution three-dimensional point cloud data provided by Velodyne VLP-16 lidar, and then locates traffic objects through V2X communication for target recognition and tracking. Xiao et al. [99] proposed a vehicle perception fusion framework based on V2V, vision and GPS. By fusing multimedia information of vision, GPS and digital map, the method of in-depth learning is used to deeply understand and extract the key information in the vision system, which significantly improves the vehicle perception ability and perception range, and eliminates most of the perception blind areas.
Collaborative perception is to exchange local perception information with other vehicles or infrastructure through wireless communication. The local perception of vehicles is thus enhanced by using the received information about current traffic conditions. Through these methods, it is possible to fully perceive the driving environment in real-time. This enables the drivers to comprehensively and broadly recognize potential conflict situations, and also improves the situational awareness performance of intelligent vehicles, so as to better resolve conflicts and improve active traffic safety [100] , [101] . Using collaborative perception as a conflict solution, drivers can predict the traffic situation ahead and take measures, such as blind spot avoidance, safe lane change/overtaking, and smooth braking/acceleration. Compared with traditional remote sensors, it is also a more economical method. Zoghby et al. [102] built a dynamic environment map based on cooperative perception, including the targets in the sensor vision and the targets sent by other vehicles. Vehicle-borne sensors can detect and map the surrounding environment. At the same time, it receives the target information from other vehicles to expand the vision and reduce false alarms. Günther et al. [103] , [104] put forward the concept of collective perception, which means sharing local sensor data with other vehicles within the communication range. The feasibility of realizing group perception in V2X communication under different traffic densities is analyzed. The potential of collective perception for avoiding collision in complex situations is proved. Because vehicles share their sensor data with each other, the response time for drivers to avoid obstacles increases significantly. Seeliger et al. [105] constructed an advisory warning system. By providing early warning to drivers before conflicts occur, researches show that these warnings have great potential to reduce traffic conflicts, especially when traffic conflicts are difficult to predict and other road users are unaware of conflicts. As shown in Fig. 11 , some examples of collaborative perception in potential typical conflict scenarios are given. These examples are representative and versatile.
Traffic conflict research based on perceptioncommunication fusion technology is mainly used in active vehicle safety. Intelligent vehicles use communication technology to obtain sensor data from other vehicles or road infrastructures. Through the time and space dimension, the vehicle's perception of traffic and environment is expanded. The surrounding environment information such as vehicle operation information, traffic control information, congestion prediction information, visual blind area and so on can be obtained in advance. It improves the system responds and is not easily affected by environmental factors. Moreover, more information can be used in vehicle control to reduce various threats in the driving processes.
V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
At present, the research of traffic conflicts based on intelligent vehicle relies on the technology of environment perception, including wireless communication, sensor measurement, and the V2X technology. The wireless communication and sensor measurement can be used to obtain the road information for quickly determining or predicting abnormal traffic conditions on the road. The V2X technology are employed to achieve the cooperation among vehicles, pedestrians and environment. The goal of optimizing the usage of system resources can be achieved to improve the road safety and alleviate the traffic congestion. On this basis, intelligent vehicle can achieve optimal trajectory planning and motion control to reduce conflicts with other road users. The framework of the research of intelligent vehicle traffic conflict is shown in Fig. 12 .
According to the different sensors used in the intelligent vehicles, they are divided into two categories: one in which the environment perception is based on monocular vision, stereo vision, lidar and other single sensor processing technologies; The other one in which the environment perception is based on multi-source sensor fusion technology. Due to the sensor bias or measurement noise, measurement data may be missing or wrong. Therefore, how to meet the strict reliability requirements of environmental perception using sensor data with limited accuracy is one of the most challenging problems. In order to obtain reliable and accurate data, high-quality sensors can be used, but this will lead to the problem of high cost. Meanwhile, it is difficult for a single sensor to cope with the complex and varying driving environment. At present, most of the intelligent vehicles realize accurate and efficient environmental perception via sensor fusion. In the predictable future, the improvement of intelligent transportation system and sensor technique will improve the accuracy of the sensing data.
V2X communication technology combines vehicle terminal and intelligent roadside perception to realize the functions of early warning, traffic congestion prediction, active safety assessment and driving behavior analysis in accident-prone sections. Location technology is dominant, and the existing high-precision positioning technology is still in the stage of continuous improvement, so that high-precision sensors have certain advantages in achieving the accuracy application. However, the sensor technique has no good solutions in obtaining traffic information in the blind areas of intersections. To solve this problem, V2X technology has made up for the defect and embodied strong complementary advantages. It can judge the position of vehicles relative to other vehicles, intersections and infrastructure. However, there are still some problems to be solved before V2X technology can be deployed on a large scale. On the one hand, due to the high mobility of vehicles, the influence of communication transmission distance, and the transmission delay and the packet loss, only under certain precision conditions can the intelligent vehicles grasp the surrounding traffic situation comprehensively. There are security risks for existing communications to prevent information from leaking or being attacked by the hackers. Therefore, it is necessary to overcome the technical difficulties of information security.
With the tremendous advantages of deep learning method in the field of environmental awareness, the combination of perception-communication fusion technology is the mainstream solution of traffic conflicts. For intelligent vehicles, the technical difficulties that need to be solved include the fusion of environmental data, the vehicle trajectory tracking, the active collision avoidance, the improvement of positioning accuracy and communication accuracy, the route planning and driving comfort [106] - [108] , etc.
In future researches, emerging technologies toward a connected vehicle-infrastructure-pedestrian environment with big data have made it easier and cheaper to collect, store, analyze, use, and disseminate multi-source data. The connected environment also introduces new approaches for flexible control and management the transportation systems in real time to improve the overall system performance. Considering the highly mixed environment of intersections with trajectory conflict and traffic competition restriction, as well as the severe congestion and frequent traffic accidents, the researches on traffic conflicts based on intelligent vehicles will tend to be active safety. Collaborative control is a feasible solution to intersection problems. The framework of cooperative control is shown in Fig. 13 .
Aiming at detecting the vehicles before conflicts occur, potential conflicts are then resolved by alternative driving strategies. The realization of collaborative control relies on the vehicle network. The real-time communication function is utilized in vehicle-infrastructure collaborative environment, which collects and analyzes the vehicle information near the intersection. The signal timing is optimized to guide the vehicle speed to a certain extent. The release plan for the vehicle is distributed directly by the roadside unit.
In addition, the autonomous driving is expected to revolutionize the road traffic by attenuating current externalities, especially accidents and congestion. The remaining doubts and challenges are still huge to overcome. The implementation of the autonomous driving environment encompasses not only complex automotive technology, but also human behavior, ethics, traffic management strategies, policies, liability, etc. Legal issues have already been arisen in the context of highly-automated driving. They range from the needs for special driving licenses to much more intricate topics like liability in the event of an accident or privacy issues. All these legal and ethical concerns could hinder the spread of autonomous vehicles once technologically feasible.
